Staxis 50 - Tile Based Stacking Screen System
The Staxis 50 Screen Sytem is a 50mm
Thick Tile Based Stackable Frame
workstation screen system designed to
be customised to meet your specific
requirements.
The Frames are available in many
standard sizes and can also be made
to specific customer requirements in
our modern production facility with
many colour options available. The
Staxis 50 Screen System has
Purpose Built Junction Posts to suit 1
Way Wall Starters, 2 Way, 3 Way, 4
Way and 120 Degree Angled Posts to
Ensure Clean Rigid Junctions are
Achieved at all times.

Staxis installation and re-configuration
is speedy, effective and economical
requiring only an allen key to install.
Staxis Screens can be easily added
to both vertically and horizontally
without the need to dismantle the
existing layout. Staxis Insert Tiles are
easily fitted by hand without clips
following the installation of the frames
and services.

The Staxis Tiles are manufactured in
many finishes and colours including
fabric upholstered tiles with or without
2mm foam backing in a large range of
Fabrics and colours available from the
many fabric suppliers.

Standard Powdercoat Colours held
Pearl White
Precious Silver Pearl
Other colours Powder Coated to order

Staxis 50 - Options
Integrated Transom Rail to hang accessories
from the top of the screen anywhere along its
length.

When Screens need to be elevated above
the floor but still be independent of the
furniture then Airtiles can be specified to
improve the airflow.

12mm Acoustic Tile inserts including
EcoPanel, Zorb and Cube.

Optional Pinnable Upholstered
Tiles when specified.

Melamine Inserts in colours from the
Laminex Commercial Range of Melamine
colours.

Glazed Acrylic Tile Inserts in clear, tinted and
coloured acrylic.

Magnetic White Board Inserts

Perforated Steel Tiles powdercoated to
your choice of colour.

Function Wall Accessory Tiles (200 or
400mm high) to hang accessories including
paper trays, pen holders and more.

Staxis frames can be punched at any level
for the reticulation of Power & Data cables
internaly through the screen frames at any
nominated level.

Integrated Power Poles and Power Bladesare
able to bring power down from the ceiling cavity
into the screens at any suitable position.

CMS or Elsafe thick tile mounted power and
data outlets can be flush mounted on the
surface of tile inserts at any position and level
within the screen frame and either soft wired or
hard wired to Cat Level 6.

Rod End Shelf Brackets

Full End Steel Brackets

